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Book nine in the Cobra series and the conclusion of the Cobra Rebellion trilogy, from #1 New York Times best-selling
author Timothy Zahn. About Cobra Traitor: "Zahn fans will enjoy the variety of small-unit combat scenes in the
action-packed third and final Cobra Rebellion military SF adventure.

Jun 27, Jesse Whitehead rated it liked it Cobra is a very different book from the one that I thought I was
picking up. What I thought was a action packed book about super soldiers fighting aliens turned out to be an
examination of humans, politics, and learning to adapt to a whole new kind of human being. Colloquial
wisdom would tell us that only those who do not desire it truly deserve to have it. As it so often is, colloquial
wisdom is an oversimplification of the facts. The truth is that there are a great number o Cobra is a very
different book from the one that I thought I was picking up. The truth is that there are a great number of people
myself included who do not desire any kind of authoritative control and who are actually terrible leaders. On
the other end of the spectrum there are those who crave power and leadership so fiercely that they will
abandon families and stomp on the fingers of their own children to get it and they are truly great leaders. That
is because human beings are a spectrum of individuals. We cannot be summed up in trite little statements. So I
return to my former question. The people should speak for themselves but when the masses become too
massive then nobody can hear over the din. Or at least that the person elected is smart enough, and selfless
enough, to act in the best interest of the people who elected him or her. When war breaks out against the Troft
â€” a completely mysterious alien race â€” Jonny Moreau enlists in the army because he wants to help people
gain their freedom. What he is offered is a chance to become a Cobra, an elite guerrilla fighter with augmented
strength and a superior array of weaponry built directly into his body making him a deadly super weapon. He
quickly accepts a call to settle a distant planet and that is where his adventure starts. Aventine is a world
beyond the fringes of human space. Jonny and hundreds of other Cobras settle there with thousands of other
settlers. The Cobras are needed to keep the vicious native predators at bay while the settlers get crops planted
and try to start their civilization. Then some of the Cobras decide they know how to do things better than the
local governmentâ€¦ and they have the means to stage a coup that no normal person could stand up against.
When it turns out that many of the settlers agree that the Cobras â€” being faster and stronger â€” deserve to
have a stronger say in matters then the dynamics of the world suddenly change. Jonny is faced with trying to
keep a balance among his peers and fellow civilians but also in his own mind. Timothy Zahn is one of my
favorite authors because of things like this. He tells a compelling story, with great action and gripping story
while making me think. This is one of his earlier novels so there are a few clunky spots and the characters are
pretty mundane but this is an idea story, not a character story. And this idea completely turned me on my head.
What looked like another military science fiction adventure turned out to be a deeply told story of a man
trying to do his best for the people around him. And that is what I think makes a great leader. It matters if he
or she loves the people being governed. Timothy Zahn is one of my favorite authors and I would recommend
picking up just about anything he has written and start reading. You will not regret it.
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Cobra Traitor Timothy Zahn View Series CONCLUSION TO THE COBRA REBELLION TRILOGY Cobras:
technologically enhanced warriors bred to fight an alien menace no ordinary human can withstand.

He was born on September 1, in Chicago, Illinois, U. Zahn is particularly known for writing the Thrawn series
of novels under the Star Wars series. In addition to this series, he has also published a number of other novels
and short fiction stories. The writing career of Timothy Zahn has been a successful one as he went on to win
several prestigious awards like the Hugo Award in the year for his novella Cascade Point. The Thrawn trilogy
proved to be a turning point for both Zahn and the Star Wars franchise. It brought widespread appreciations
from all over the world and as a result, all the three novels of the series successfully made it to the bestseller
lists in the New York Times. Zahn earned his BAchelor of Science degree in the physics subject from the
Michigan State University in the year After that, he moved to Illinois. Zahn had begun writing science fiction
stories in the year as a hobby, but soon realized his keen interest in writing novels. As a result, he went on to
become a professional writer after finishing his studies. Zahn has described the day when he received his first
offer from his agent. The phone bell rang and it was his agent Tim on the other end. He informed him about an
interesting offer which changed his life and career completely. The novel is based on the science fiction and
fantasy genres and is in the fictional world of space galaxies. The novel opens up with the introduction of the
Return of Jedi, which is the Rebel Alliance. It has been over five years after the destruction of the Death Star
by the Rebel Alliance. Along with that, it had also defeated the Emperor of Old Imperial Starfleet and Darth
Vader and had also driven the remnants out of the Imperial Starfleet to a faraway corner of the galaxy. Also,
Luke Skywalker is depicted as becoming the first Jedi Knight of Jedi, a post which had a long awaited line of
contenders. Some thousand light years away, the last warlord of the emperor took the command over the
destructed Imperial Fleet. He has made it ready to enter into a war against the new Republic. For fulfilling his
ambitions, the dark warrior has been able to make a couple of discoveries. The discoveries posed a great threat
to everything that the brave people of the Rebel Alliance had built by fighting hard. They feared that the
discoveries of the dark warrior might destroy everything they had made over the years of struggle. The novel
shows the descriptions of of explosive confrontations, mystery, invention and epic action sequences. The
readers found the novel to be extremely interesting and worthy of being called a part of the Star Wars
franchise. It was published in the year by the Spectra publishing house and consists of the same characters
from the first novel as the main characters. The plot of the novel is set in the same fictional world of the
Imperial Fleet and continues from where the first novel had ended. The novel introduces the Grand Admiral
Thrawn as the most ruthless and cunning warlord. He has taken control of the dying empire of the Imperial
Fleet. He has full command over the remnants of the Fleet and has plans of launching a huge campaign in
order to destroy the New Republic. At the same time, Han Solo and Lando Calrissian work hard to find
sufficient proof in order to prove the treason inside the Republican Council. Instead, they come across a fleet
of ghostly warships made ready to go to war by the Admiral Thrawn. The warships seemed to be a beneficial
to the enemies. It could even bring doom to the remnants of the Fleet. An even more dangerous problem
looms over the Fleet with the rise of the new Dark Jedi. He has risen from the remains of a shrouded past and
survived by bitterness. The Dark Jedi tries to corrupt Like Skywalker and bring him on his side in order to
strengthen himself against all the others. The novel became an instant success among the readers. It proved to
be a good enter into the Star Wars franchise. Many readers and critics recommended the novel because of its
unique description of the characters and the plot. Author Timothy Carson received a lot of praise from the
critics as well as his fellow authors. This motivated him to write many more novels in the fantasy and science
fiction genre. Jack Reacher is back! Family secrets come back to haunt Reacher when he decides to visit the
town his father was born in. Because when he visits there he finds out no-one with the last name of Reacher
has ever lived there. It leaves him wondering - did his father ever live there? Recommendations Every 2 weeks
we send out an e-mail with Book Recommendations. Insert your e-mail below to start getting these
recommendations. If you see one missing just send me an e-mail below. Featured Author Our author of the
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month is Canadian author Opal Carew who writes erotic romance novels. Opal has written over novels with
multiple book series such as the Dirty Talk series and the Abducted series.
Chapter 3 : Cobra Traitor by Timothy Zahn
Timothy Zahn (born September 1, ) is an American writer of science fiction and blog.quintoapp.com is known for the
Thrawn series of Star Wars novels, and has published several other series of science fiction and fantasy novels, in
addition to much short fiction.

Chapter 4 : Timothy Zahn bibliography - Wikipedia
Timothy Zahn is truly one of my most favorite Science Fiction writers and "Cobra" is a truly good example of one of his
best books. I love all the twists and turns in the plot, so many surprises at every corner.

Chapter 5 : Cobra Traitor - eARC by Timothy Zahn - Baen Books
Conclusion to the Cobra Rebellion Trilogy Cobras: technologically enhanced warriors bred to fight an alien menace no
ordinary human can withstand. Once the Cobras fought the implacable alien invaders, the Trofts, to an uneasy
stalemate.

Chapter 6 : Cobra Traitor (Cobra Rebellion Trilogy, book 3) by Timothy Zahn
Cobra Traitor does a great job wrapping up the Cobra Rebellion Trilogy. Somehow, decades after writing the first Cobra
books Timothy Zahn still captures the same atmosphere while introducing new enemies and technologies the Cobras
have to deal with.

Chapter 7 : COBRA TRAITOR: blog.quintoapp.com: TIMOTHY ZAHN: Books
Timothy Zahn (b. ) He won the Hugo Award for his novella Cascade Point and is the author of eighteen science fiction
novels, including two Star WarsÂ® series: the bestselling trilogy Heir to the Empire, Dark Force Rising, and The Last
Command and the Hand of Thrawn series, Specter of the Past and Vision of the Future.

Chapter 8 : Cobra Traitor by Timothy Zahn - Baen Books
Timothy Zahn on Simon & Schuster - A Call to Vengeance, Cobra Traitor, A Call to Arms, A Call to Duty, Cobra Outlaw.

Chapter 9 : Timothy Zahn | Official Publisher Page | Simon & Schuster
Cobra Traitor (January ) Conquerors ' trilogy [ edit ] The Conquerors ' trilogy of novels concerns a failed first contact
between humans and aliens that leads to an interstellar war.
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